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A GENERALIZED VAN KAMPEN-FLORES THEOREM

K. S. SARKARIA

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. The «-skeleton of a (2« + 2)-simplex does not embed in R " . This

well-known result is due (independently) to van Kampen, 1932, and Flores,

1933, who proved the case p = 2 of the following:

Theorem. Let p be a prime, and let s and I be positive integers such that

l(P - 1) < P{s - 1). Then, for any continuous map f from a (ps + p - 2)-

dimensional simplex into R , there must exist p points {xx, ... , x } , lying in

pairwise disjoint faces of dimensions < s - 1 of this simplex, such that f(xx ) =

••• = /(*„)•

1.  INTRODUCTION

The first general examples of simplicial complexes which are not embeddable

in a Euclidean space of twice their dimension were given in the early thirties.

Van Kampen [11] and Flores [5] proved (independently) that there does not exist

a continuous one-one map from cr2^ , the (s- l)-skeleton of a 2s-dimensional

simplex, into the Euclidean space R . Both van Kampen and Flores used

deleted functors (though in different ways) and both proved a little more:

1.1. Van Kampen-Flores theorem. For any continuous map f: er/j -*R (î_1)

there exists a pair (ox, o2) of disjoint simplices of ass_x such that f(ox)f)f(a2) ^

cf>.

An equally well-known and earlier theorem of Radon [6] can also be stated

in the same format:

1.2. Radon's theorem. For any linear map f: oA^x —► R   there exists a pair

(ox, o2) of disjoint simplicies of a^\ such that f(ax) n f(o2) / <t> ■

Arguments similar to those given by either van Kampen [11] or Flores [5] can

be used to see that the above statement is in fact true for all continuous maps

/: oA^l —» R . This generalization of Radon's theorem was however pointed

out only much later by Bajmóczy and Bárány [1].
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The deleted functor methods used by van Kampen and Flores have been ame-

liorated in many different ways, and have been applied to get many interesting

topological and combinatorial results, see, e.g. [13, 12, 7, 8, 9], etc. The object

of this note is to use the techniques of [8], where we used deleted joins to prove

a generalized Erdös-Kneser conjecture, to establish the following very general

theorem of the Radon-van Kampen-Flores type. Here « , s, j, p, and / are

integers with 1 < s < n+1, 2 < j <p , 0 < /, and p is a prime, and a p-tuple

of sets is called j-wise disjoint if the intersection of any j of the sets is empty.

1.3. Theorem. Let either (a) « = 5 - 1 and (n + l)(j - 1) > (I + l)(p - 1), or

(b) n > s - 1, and (m+ l)(p - 1) + ps > (n + l)(j - 1) > (I + m + 2)(p - 1)

for some non-negative integer m. Then, for any continuous map f: os_x —» R ,

there exists a j-wise disjoint p-tuple (er,, ... , a) ofsimplices of o"_x such that

f(ax)n---nf(crp)¿0.

When n = s - 1 = (I + l)(p - 1), p any prime, and j = 2 this gives the

1.4. Bárány-Shlosman-Szücs theorem. For any continuous map f: ff^wfl,?

—> R    there exists a pairwise disjoint p-tuple (ox, ... , o )  of simplices of

4t\t-\]such that M)n • • •n /(*,) * 0■

This generalization [2] of Radon's theorem remains ture for any p provided

one assumes that / is linear: this was established earlier by Tverberg [10].

Note that the conclusion of 1.4 is stronger than saying that / admits a p-

fold multiple point, f(xx) = • • • = f(xp). If the complementary dimension of

the diagonal of (R )p , i.e. l(p - 1), is more than p times the dimension of a

simplicial complex Tí", then any general position linear map /: Tí —» R will

have no such multiple points. On the other hand by putting n= ps+p -2, p

any prime, j = 2, and m = 0, Theorem 1.3 yields the following:

1.5. Generalized van Kampen-Flores theorem. For any continuous map f

°PsS-\~2 —* R . l(P - 1) < P(s - 1), there exists a pairwise disjoint p-tup,

(ox, ... , a ) ofsimplices of cjp^+xp~   sucn that f(ax) n • • • n f(a) ^ 0.pi     J r J      5—1 ' vi' J v   pi

We note that in this result the number ps+p -2 is best possible. Thus, e.g.
5008

'10001.5 tells us that a continuous map from the 1000-dimensional complex rjlfl00 to

R1250 must have a 5-tuple point. But, by sending 4 vertices to each of the 1251

vertices, and the barycenter, of a 1250-dimensional simplex contained in R

one gets a linear map cr1000 —► R125   without any 5-tuple points. Similarly one

has linear maps /: ops_^p~   —► R   without p-tuple points whenever l(p - 1) =

P(s-l).

One lacuna in all these results is that p has to be prime. However, note that

the cases j > 2 of Theorem 1.3 also give us information about the existence of

q-fold multiple points of f for nonprimes q : Let us call a p-tuple of points

(xx, ... , x ) j-wise distinct if no j of them are the same. Note that there are
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at least q =]p/(j - 1)[ pairwise distinct entries in such a p-tuple. (Here ]t[

denotes the smallest integer > t.) The conclusion of Theorem 1.3 is stronger

than saying that / must image some j-wise distinct p-tuple of points to the

same point of R , and this last is equivalent to saying that / must have a

<?-fold multiple point.

2. Deleted products

As in [8] each ordered p-tuple of simplices of a simplicial complex Tí will

be considered to be a simplex of the p-fold join K     = Tí-Tí.Tí  (the join

of p disjoint copies of Tí ), and the deleted join K^) is a subcomplex of Tí(p)

formed by all j-wise disjoint ordered p-tuples of simplices of Tí".

Definition 2.1. Likewise, for any topological space E, the deleted product Ep

is the subspace of the p-fold product Ep = ExEx-xE formed by all

j-wise distinct ordered p-tuples of points of E. Thus we have an increas-

ing sequence of spaces <p = Ex ç 7s2 ç • • • c Ep ç Ep+X = Ep. Ep and

Ep are also denoted by Ep and EP : these are called, respectively, the pth

product configuration and the pth deleted product of E. The group X of all

permutations of {1, 2, • • • , p}, and therefore the subgroup Z generated by

the cyclic permutation (2,3,...,p,l), acts on these spaces in the obvious

way: n(xx, ... ,xp) = (xn{x), ... , nn(p)yfn e lp . Note that, for j < p, the

Z^-action on Ep is fixed-point-free; further, if p is prime, then this action is

free.

2.2. The pth deleted product of the Euclidean space R is the complement in

R p = (R )p of the /-dimensional vector subspace given by xx = x2 = ■■■ = x .

By projecting orthogonally on the perpendicular (Ip - I)-dimensional vector

subspace, and normalizing, we see that (R )p has the Z -homotopy type of

an (Ip - I - l)-dimensional sphere. (More generally, (R )pk , k < p, is the

complement in Rp of (£), l(p - k + l)-dimensional vector subspaces given

by x,   = x,   = ■ ■ ■ = X; ,  1 < i, < ■ ■ ■ < i. < p , and one can check that this
'l '2 '* ' K

complement has the Z -homotopy type of a bouquet of (Ik - I - l)-spheres.)

We will also use the fact (cf. [8]) that for a", the simplicial complex formed

by all the faces of an «-simplex, the deleted join (Om has the Zp-homotopy

type of a bouquet of ((« + l)(j - 1) - l)-dimensional spheres: This follows

because (onJp] = ((a0°)("+1))$ = ((,})g¡)<"+,> using (A ■ B)[p] = A$B% , and

so = (oPZl)<"n+{) ■ Here a\ denotes the i-skeleton of an /-simplex.

2.3. To relate the notions of joins and products we make the following con-

ventions:

Let rp~x denote the (p - 1)-simplex whose vertices are the canonical basis

vectors (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) of Rp . The p-fold join of spaces, E^ =

E-E.E  (the join of p disjoint copies of E ) has as its points all formal
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linear combinations t-x = txxx + ■ ■ ■ + tpxp, t e \tp_x\, x e Ep , with t-x

identified with t'-x whenever / = t' and x¡ == x'¡V/ s.t. t. = íj ?= 0. The

group 2p acts on £(p) via n(txxx +■■■ + tpxp) = tK(t)xK[l) + ■■■ + tn{p)xn{p).

We identify Ep with the subspace of E^p' consisting of points of the type

(l/p)-jc = (l/p)xx + ■■■ + (l/p)xp . On the other hand Kp = KxKx-xK

(resp. Kp ) is the cell complex whose cells correspond to (resp. j-wise disjoint)

ordered p-tuples of nonempty simplices of K. Alternatively one can consider

Kp as a subposet of Tí(p) under ç . Under barycentric subdivision this subposet

yields a subcomplex (Kp)' of (K^)' and, if E = \K\, .hen E^ is covered by

Ti(p) and the subspace Ep is covered by the subcomplex (Kp)' of (K^')'. The

complement Tí(p) - Típ , a subcomplex of TT , will be denoted by K^ (: its

elements are ordered p-tuples of simplices of K, with at least one member of

the p-tuple empty). The subspace of E^ covered by 7í¿p) will be denoted by

EJf'* . Note that E^ consists of all points of the type t-x, with t lying in the

(p - 2)-sphere ¡t^~2I • The group I.p acts on this sphere via n(tx,..., t) =

v^jt(i)' ••• ' XTt(p)i ■

3. Multiple points

The proof of 1.3 will be based on

Lemma 3.1. Let p be a prime number, and K a simplicial complex. If there

exists a continuous map f from \K\ into R , with f(ox) n • ■ ■ n f(o) = cjii

j-wise disjoint p-tuples ofsimplices of K, then there must also exist a continuous

map F from \Ky]\ to the sphere sC+'Hp-1)-1 ( ^/¡^/j commutes with some free

actions of the group Zp .

This is an easy consequence of the functorial nature of deleted products:

Any map E —► Y taking j-wise distinct p-tuples to /c-wise distinct p-tuples

induces the Z^-map

(3.2) fp:Ep^Yp,

where fp(xx, ... ,x ) = (f(xx), ... , f(x)). If E = \K\, then with the con-

ventions made in 2.3 Ep is bigger than \KP\ = \(KP)'\. The latter is the sub-

space of j-wise distinct p-tuples of points which are contained in j-wise dis-

joint p-tuples of simplices, and so one has a map fp: \KP\ —► Yp even under

the weaker hypothesis that all such p-tuples are mapped by / to k-wise distinct

p-tuples of Y. \K{{P¡\ c E{0P)-\'KP\, and one has the Zp-map X: E{p) -» |tjj"jj|

given by X(t-x) = t. Thus we get the Z -map

(3-3) A./M^l-I^l-Tf.

The result follows because 2.2 tells us that, when Y = R and k = p , the right

side of (3.3) has the Zp-homotopy type of an s{l+x){p~X)~x.
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3.4. Proof of Theorem 1.3. If some /: |<t"_j| —> R does not have the stated

property, then the above lemma provides us with a Zp-map 7": |(o^.i)yj| -+

S + . In case (a) no such F can exist because 2.2 tells us that connec-

tivity of the domain is > the dimension of the range, and the Borsuk-Ulam

result of Dold [4], p. 68, applies. Even in case (b), instead of ruling out the

existence of such an F by means of a direct examination of the connectivity

of (cr"_,)^ we will make do with the same readily available information 2.2

regarding (ff^jjj.

We note that the barycentrically subdivided complex ((On)' is contained

in the join of the two "complementary" subcomplexes,  ((o"_x)[p})' and L =

((O(j)-K-i)(;))' ■ Hence>if we could find a zp-maP G: \L\ -► S(m+X){p-X)-X,

then the join of maps F-G would provide us with a Z -map \((cr"),p,)'\ —»

Sr +m+ '^~ >~ . And, no such Zp-map could exist, because, under the given

condition (« + l)(j - 1) > (I + m + 2)(p - 1), the domain has connectivity >

the dimension of the range.

The map G can be defined (cf. [8]) as follows. Let o" = {1,2, ... , n + 1} ,

6m = {1, 2, ... , m + 1} , and assign to each s-face fcj",a color c(Ç,5) e 6m

thus: if ¿j5 has a vertex

p — l s
< m-—- ,        then c(£ ) =

(first vertex of <f )(j - 1)

P-1

otherwise c(£,s) = m + 1. Using the given condition (m + l)(p - 1) + ps >

(n + l)(j - 1) it is easily checked that one cannot have c(ifx) = ■ ■ ■ = c(cf)

for any j-wise disjoint p-tuple (¿j,, • • • , Çp) of s-faces of o" . (Because

ß U • • • U <$ > p{s + l)/(j - 1) while length (m(p - l)/(j - 1), « + 1] <

p(s + l)/(j - 1), all Ç*s could not have been colored by m + 1. Also the

total number of vertices, occurring first in somec;^, is > p/(j - 1); so, if

all first vertices were < m(p - l)/(j - 1), then largest color-smallest color

>](P/U - 1) - 1)0 _ 1)/(P - !)[= !• ) M°re generally, to any face a c a" ,

assign the set c(a) c 6m of colors assigned to s-faces of o" contained in a

(so c(a) = 0 iff t < s ). Now we define a Zp-monotone function C: (o^)fl —>

(OS °y C(ax,...,ap) = (c(ax),...,c(ap)). Note that C(ax,...,ap) is

empty iff (ax, ... , a ) belongs to the subcomplex (cr^j)^ of (0(yj • ^hus

the derived map of C provides us with the requisite G = \C'\ : \L\ —> |(0")S| —

s(m+l)(p-l)-l _     QED

3.5. Remarks, (a) Van Kampen [11] and Flores [5] also point out that the

complexes obtained by taking joins of complexes of type os_x retain the prop-

erty of being nonembeddable in twice-dimensional Euclidean space. Analo-

gously if the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied by (j, p, «,, sx, /,) and

(j, P, n2, s2,l2), then the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 is valid for any contin-
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uous map f: cr"t_x-a"2_x —» R1+2+ .   To see this proceed as in 3.4 to con-

struct a Z^-monotone2 function q.^^'lJ^Ç;;.')« and note

that this function is supported on simplices not contained in the subcomplex

(a"l-i'as2-0u) ' (k) Another generalization of Theorem 1.3 yields sufficient con-

ditions ensuring that every continuous map /: a"_x —► R has a j-wise disjoint

p-tuple (ox, ... , a A) of simplices of a"_x  for which (f(ox), ... , f(o)) is a

k-disjoint p-tuple of subsets of R . This time one uses the fact that (R')^j is

a bouquet of (I + l)(k - 1) - 1-spheres, and the (easy) "if part of the following

"generalized Erdös-Kneser Conjecture": There is a coloring c of the s-faces

of o" by the vertices of 8m, with all j-disjoint tuples (£\,..., £?) going to k-

distincttuples (c(£sx), ... , c(S,sp)) ifandonlyif(m+l)(k-l)+ps > (n+l)(j-l).

The "only if part can be established by means of a slight generalization of the

argument given in [8].

(c) For the classical van Kampen-Flores theorem 1.1, our proof, 3.4, is closely

related to that of Flores [5]. Both proofs use the classical Borsuk-Ulam the-

orem [3]. In addition, Flores used the interesting fact that (cr2l,)l2) is Z2-

homeomorphic to a (2s-l)-sphere. On the other hand, we use the more obvious

fact that (c2i )i2) *s a 25-sphere, and that, there is a coloring c of the s-faces

of o2s with just one color since no two s-faces can be disjoint.

(d) Van Kampen's proof [11] was self-contained and did not depend on the

contemporaneous work of Borsuk [3] (in fact an argument similar to, and eas-

ier than, that given by van Kampen, also gives a simple proof of the Borsuk-

Ulam theorem): To each general position map / from Tí to an oriented twice-

dimensional Euclidean space, associate the integral cocycle o, of Tí t /Z2 which

counts (with sign) the number of intersections, under /, of any pair of disjoint-

oriented simplices of K Van Kampen checked that a deformation of f changes

Of only by a coboundary. Thus the value (o, z) of of on a cycle z of K9/Z2

is independent of /. The nonembeddability of a2s_x in R (i_1) follows by not-

ing that there is a general position map /: oss_x —► R (i_1) with just one double

point and so  (o, z) = 1 mod 2 for the   mod 2 cycle z formed by all top-
2v     2

dimensional cells of (as_x)t/Z2. We note that the linear-homotopy-theoretical

argument of Tverberg [10] is analogous to that of van Kampen [11]. We will

show elsewhere that van Kampen type arguments can be used to establish a num-

ber of interesting results besides those of Dold [4], and of this paper. A more

leisurely and extensive account of the numerous combinatorial and topological

applications of deleted functors will be given in [9].
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